
The Truth 151 

Chapter 151 – Happily Ripped Off 

The few days after the meeting saw a lot of movement in Jura City and the surrounding lands 

 

Where the patriarch began urgently summoning all of them between the 8th and 10th levels and their 

age is less than 50 years, and whenever 100 of them arrived, they are sent to the warehouse that 

contains the metal oath pyramid..  

 

there they are informed of everything they need to know, what they have to do and the benefits that 

they will get in and after there serves in the army, After that whoever accepts stays in the warehouse to 

take the oath,  

 

and whoever refuses leaves… 

 

This process took more than two weeks to gather the 3,700 young family members and deal with them, 

but in the end, only about 3,500 of them took the oath and received the techniques from Robin. 

 

As for the rest of the 200, they refused and gave different reasons, most of them said that they intend to 

go out to see the world for themselves and did not want to be bound for a century, and Robin didn't 

blame them at all, since he himself made the same decision in the past… 

 

As for those who remained, 2,500 thousand of them chose direct confrontations… they chose the Major 

heavenly law of fire! 

 

As for The remaining thousand individuals, 200 of them chose the Darkness Major heavenly Law, and 

800 chose the Wind Major heavenly Law 

 

After getting over with the daily meetings with the young members and distributing the techniques to 

them, Robin would head toward the academy to raise the ability of the 50 rune masters who will 

accompany Billy on the mission of supporting the new army… 

 

It wasn't hard to find fifty masters of talismans who could draw a fire explosion, darkness, and vitality 

talismans after all those lectures that Robin gave them while teaching Mila and Zara… 



 

However, he asked that they stay for a while to review with them what they should do during the 

incoming 4 years and to raise their ability as much as possible…  

 

And after ten days of the meeting, they set out towards the new lands, accompanied by Billy and 

General Edward. 

 

And after this and that… Robin comes home every night and tries to find a way for Theo to communicate 

with his new 200 followers. 

 

The main idea has been in his head since Theo pointed it out that day, it's the transmission of 

information directly through the soul… 

 

Robin has already made great strides in this field, and now is the time for humans to be able to transfer 

information between their souls and ignore any middle route… 

 

After two weeks from the meeting, everything went back to normal. 

 

The elites of the Burtons went to the military barracks and closed their doors to try to understand the 

techniques they acquired…  the runemasters left…  

 

and this gave Robin more time to study. 

 

—————- 

 

After two more weeks… 

 

"Robin, Sage Albert wants to speak with you." Mila knocked on the door and went straight into Robin's 

room with a sound ring in her palm 

 

Robin quickly picked it up and passed in his energy, "Haha, you are too late, Your Highness, I thought 

you would never reply, why did you wait almost a month for your reply?" 



 

A cold voice replied to him, "The methods to make the talismans of the Fire Explosion, Darkness, and 

Vitality, and the method to construct the furnaces you use to produce your categorized weapons." 

 

Robin's smile disappeared, of course, he knew what Albert meant… "Don't you see that this is a bit too 

much, Your Highness?" 

 

"Do you think this is a joke?! You don't know what situation you are putting me in… You want me to help 

you exterminate two families that have served the kingdom for thousands of years, do you know how 

tough and hard a decision this is? 

 

and if the news leaks out and others know that we are involved in the matter, the reputation of the 

Royal Family will be greatly damaged and we will lose the loyalty of our subjects, I will not accept to 

negotiate the price in the slightest." Albert replied strictly 

 

"…You can decline the request if you think it is that Horrible, I will not force you, you know…" Robin 

replied after a few seconds 

 

"…Ahaha alright you win, how do I let this opportunity go to one of the Duke's families? Of course, I will 

help you, but at the price I mentioned." Albert laughed out loud after Robin replied, knowing that 

playing the victim wouldn't work 

 

Robin rubbed his forehead for a few seconds, this was more than he thought… "The way to make the 

furnaces is very complicated, only I or my adopted daughter Zara can make it… Listen, I will give you the 

methods to how to make the three talismans, but I will only give you 10 already-made furnaces to use 

them as you see fit." 

 

"…50 furnaces." Sage Albert replied 

 

"The level 6 fire explosion talismans, the 5 seconds Darkness talisman, the 10 days vitality talisman + 15 

modified furnaces… This is my last offer. 

 



as for you, in addition to your main task, you will also have to promise me a future favor that you WILL 

agree to do no matter what, and I will not sell you any specific monthly quota of the three talismans in 

the future as we agreed before.  

 

You will not lose anything in this is deal. All you have to do is send a few top saints to assassinate the 

heads of the two families in the appointed time, but I will lose most of my legacy to you! 

 

If you do not agree to this offer, consider the matter canceled… I will find someone else." 

 

"…. Alright I agreed." a calm voice resounded, but happiness was evident in it, he finally have the chance 

to take what he always wanted! 

 

"Good, what about the war horses?" Robin asked 

 

"the war horses matter, hah… tell you what, it is almost time to deliver the last key of the laws, I will 

send you 500 war horses instead of the 500,000 gold coins, what do you think?" 

 

"What?! you say a single horse worth a thousand coins?! That is too much!!" Robin shouted, even a 

high-ranking weapon in this world might not cost that much 

 

"I'm selling you war horses for gold, You should thank me! If you hadn't ruined the royal treasury 

recently, I wouldn't have offered you this in the first place." 

 

Robin was silent for a few seconds and then replied, "Alright I agree, but I need at least 2,500 horses." 

 

The dark legion will with *Shadow Mobility* to move in the shades, and the wind legion has speed and 

agility and will mostly support the armies from behind, they do not need war horses…  

 

As for the fire legion that Caesar will lead, they will all need such strong horses because they will be in 

the face of the cannon in every war 

 



"2500?! Hmm, you have a great appetite, well… I will sell them to you for a thousand gold coins or the 

equivalent of this number in talismans." 

 

"I am the one who has a big appetite?!" Rage rose in Robin's head, that was simply too much. 

 

"Haha, at least I can make up for what the past years have taken from us. This is just an offer. You can 

ask the rest of the families about the prices of war horses. That if you find a family that is willing to put a 

price on them in the first place, I am only willing to help because you are a valuable ally…  

 

but if you want more the 2500 war horses I will have to contact The royals at Garia kingdom, they are 

famous for their war horse and we have good relations with them, they will provide what you need but 

they will ask for 10000 gold coins for every war horse at least…" 

 

"10 what?! they can keep them! alright alright agreed, 2500 horses for 2.5 million gold coins.. send them 

with Alfred as soon as possible." Robin's reply 

 

"Aha, you reminded me.. what did you do to Alfred? The boy speaks of you as a god, and he was a major 

reason for his majesty to agree to hand you over the horses and help you in your next wars…" asked 

Albert, evidently surprised in his voice. 

 

"Haha, the boy only has a good eye and knows who he is dealing with… I will be waiting to hear from 

you again, Sage!" Robin laughed out loud and then closed the voice channel…  

 

although the price was exaggerated, he got the basics that he needed. 

 

but a voice cut off his train of thoughts, "I can't believe you gave the Royals all of these methods just like 

that!!"  

 

Mila shouted at him as she took the ring from his hands 

 

" humph, use your brain, woman! your stupid father is using thousands of slaves to make him the level 6 

fire explosion and 5 seconds darkness talisman, for how long do you think they will still be a secret? one 



corrupt guard or one smart slave will end the value for those two talismans at any day now, may it IS 

already leaked but we just don't know yet… 

 

as for the 15 furnaces, they are nothing, he can make a few extra fancy looking weapons at best… he 

only took the Vitality talisman from me, but I took what I wanted, and even more. 

 

he think he ripped me off, but I have no regrets…. no regrets." 

Chapter 152 – Ugly! 

handing over the methods of making the three talismans and the 15 furnaces to the royal family really 

did not bother him much… 

 

Handing over the furnaces can be like simply raising their quota of categorized weapons, and that would 

only hurt him by a few thousand, or at most, a few tens of thousands of gold coins per month, which is 

nothing when compared to any single industry he has, like the sound talisman carriers for example! 

 

As for the methods of making three talismans, this is the price of playing with higher-ups. 

 

He didn't make them from the start to keep them to himself, they would all be distributed sooner or 

later for the right price,  

 

the only thing in his mind about this was that he now have to make more kinds of talismans and 

techniques quickly before he needed something else big from the royal family… 

 

————————— 

 

After this call with the sage, he went back with full focus on his research 

 

Over the past month, he has proceeded a long way in transmitting information mentally and he finally 

got to the final moments, so the next two weeks Robin spent almost in complete seclusion. 

 

The whole issue was to change the method of transmission from first storing the information in a 

medium and then transmitting it, to direct transmission from a soul to a soul 



 

and although it tired Robin somewhat, it was only routine steps that Robin had thought well before he 

started in the first place. 

 

So at the end of two weeks… Robin succeeded in creating a technique to communicate between souls 

directly! 

 

The technology has a few minor problems, first, they targeted individuals who will receive the soul 

message have to be in the scope of you the soul sense of the transmitter, direct long distance soul 

messages is impossible… 

 

the other and most importantly, it drains a great amount spiritual power when used 

 

It is not like a medium equipped with seals, spiritual strength, and natural energy and ready for this 

particular task, the entire burden is on the soul of the person who sends the soul message, so it is useful 

for saying a piece of information or a very small conversation, which cannot be used for a long talk, let 

alone passing techniques! 

 

However, he was very satisfied with it.. and he did not come out directly from his isolation after that.  

 

He taught those around him not to disturb him until the knights and saints return from the new lands.. 

and after a month and a half, no one has returned yet. 

 

The issue was a bit unsettling, but there was no need to worry about a group of Saints and high-ranking 

knights, so he didn't think a lot about this… 

 

at that, he set out on the next most important research: the Burton family's existing elites technique. 

 

Previously, he had asked the Patriarch to send a copy of the law techniques owned by the family, and it 

was finally time to open them. 

 

The patriarch sent 3 first-grade techniques, those three given to those who don't have much talent from 

the Burton family…  



 

they are most likely not going to reach knighthood in their lives anyway, so there is no need to spread 

the second-grade techniques among them 

 

And he also sent two second-grade techniques, those two are dedicated to the talented youngsters in 

the family, who will be cared for directly by the family and give them the resources and support to reach 

the knighthood at least. 

 

These five techniques are owned by the royal family and widely distributed to all the nobles of the 

kingdom, there is nothing special in them 

 

Since the moment he decided to hold the first technique book, Robin's features have begun to change 

with every line he reads. 

 

  in every minute he goes through many different emotions, sometimes astonishment and amazement, 

sometimes anger and insults, and sometimes hysterical laughter… 

 

He had browsed through one of these techniques in the past before he left the family and he saw it as 

an extremely valuable treasure, but now.. it can only be described as a world-class chef that is asked to 

rate the taste of garbage. 

 

After Robin mastered the perfect Major Law of Fire, it could be said that he rolled the first grade of the 

Fire Path under his armpit… All the Minor Laws are somehow splintered from the Major Law. 

 

But by reading these techniques… he was hardly able to determine which Minor law they were talking 

about, even after reading the books more than once! 

 

They are so distorted that they are so ugly, especially the three first-grade techniques… It is simply 

impossible to make the second degree of these laws based on what he sees in the first grade, It would 

be like building a castle on Quicksand  

 

The same is true for the second grade ones, the amount of distortions in these techniques makes 

progressing from one level to the next one within the saint-hood extremely difficult, the chance of 

reaching level 27 is basically non-existent…  



 

In fact, the breakthrough of Patriarch Brian to level 26 is already a miracle and proof of his rare genius. 

 

As he flipped through the book in his hand trying to understand what it leads to, a voice came from 

outside, "Sir Robin, the knights, and saints from our new lands have arrived, they are now with the 

Patriarch." 

 

Robin quickly closed the book in his hand and let out a long exhale as if he had found an excuse to get 

away from this ugliness, Then he took two scrolls into his pockets and ran out. 

 

On his way out, he told one of the guards to summon Theo for him to go immediately to the patriarch's 

office, and then continued on his way… 

 

———————— 

 

"So you are Robin…" 

 

"This is the first time I've seen him, too." 

 

"Haha, our family is blessed that you were born among us." 

 

"Robin, this is your Uncle David." 

 

Welcoming words and smiles filled the main hall of the Patriarch's building after Robin arrived 

 

5 Saints including Billy and the Patriarch, and about 15 high-ranking knights gathered around Robin after 

he entered and began exchanging compliments…  

 

All the people here are the pillars of the Burton family, they all know who Robin is in the family and 

what his role is in everything that happens around them. 

 



even though some of them had not seen him until this moment.. when he was young, they did not pay 

much attention to him, only the patriarch and a few knights were interested in the new talents, 

 

and after he grew up and ignited the fuse of the Dolivar war, they were sent to Dolivar before he 

returned to the family, they fought there before they saw who are they fighting for… 

 

The courtesies lasted for about half an hour, until finally, Robin pointed toward the seats, "Uncles 

please, I have something to speak with you about." 

 

None of them felt strange that Robin was telling them what to do, they had literally just come from the 

lands he had won for them… 

 

He waited until he took his seat, then said, "I will get into the point directly, and please do not take my 

words as an offense… During the past period, I have found many problems in the Burton family and I 

have worked hard to solve most of them, but there is one problem that still worries me… It is you." 

 

Those present looked at each other in astonishment, not knowing what he was talking about… Does he 

mean that there was a traitor? 

 

  "Let me explain more.. the biggest problem in the Burton family now are the heads, we don't have 

enough saints, without saints we will always need outside help in any war.. because we can't take family 

lands by military force while they have high level saints wandering around freely.. in that case, we will 

live our whole lives in fear." 

 

"This." At last, they understood what was going on, but not what he wanted of them, until David spoke, 

"Haha, you didn't ask us to come today to scold us, right?" 

 

"I scold you? How dare this little one?" Then he took a scroll from his  

 

pocket and laid it out in front of them, "Please touch it with your spiritual sense." 

 

Without further delay they all did so.. except for Billy and the Patriarch, the rest closed their eyes as if 

they had fallen asleep… 



 

"Isn't this the energy cultivation technique? What are you going to do?" Billy asked, surprised, but found 

no answer. 

 

Robin remained silent as everyone started to open their eyes one by one and looked at each other in 

amazement until the last of them opened their eyes, Robin spoke again, "Starting today you no longer 

need to supervise anything in the family business or military wise for the next 4 years…  

 

all What you have to do is use this technique with all possible energy stones you can find to increase 

your strength in the coming period, you all need to break through to higher levels before the war 

starts." 

Chapter 153 –Foundation Modification Technique 

"Hmmm, I haven't tried this technique yet but it looks miraculous, Billy also told us about it on the way 

and said it's great… But it takes more than just energy to have a breakthrough in the saint-hood, 

Robin…" Saint David Burton spoke calmly. 

 

"I know, I know… but it will be useful for whoever has comprehended his minor law and wants a little 

push to move to the next level, I will leave with the patriarch a good number of Spirit Revitalizing pills 

that will always be ready in case one of you feels close to breaking through… 

 

And for those who have enough energy capacity and don't have enough understanding of their minor 

law, don't worry either, cultivate like the rest in this technique to purge your body with purer energy 

and improve your talents by a little, and I.. will bring you the solution soon." 

 

The Patriarch was already very happy about the matter of the Spirit Revitalizing pills, but he quickly 

stood up at Robin's last sentence, "You are saying you have a solution to the problem of comprehending 

the laws?! What is it? How do you solve that?!" 

 

Robin looked at the patriarch and shook his head, "Honestly, I don't know yet… The problem is that 

everyone here has built their pillars using these already flawed techniques, and we can't wait for the 

new generation to grow up to have saints from them… It's inevitable to try to find a solution for the 

Current generation of Saints and Senior Knights… but it is okay, I have enough confidence that I will find 

something very soon." 

 



"flawed … techniques…?" Talking about the techniques they cherish as trash had a stinging taste in 

everyone's mouth 

 

"They are flawed to the point that they are making me sick!" Robin replied with his usual bluntness, then 

continued, "Now excuse me, I will go back to find a solution for you, please don't be too lazy with your 

training!" 

 

Then he turned and closed the door behind him, leaving behind a hall full of bewildered old men. 

 

—————- 

 

The first thing Robin saw when he came out of the patriarch's building was a long-haired figure dressed 

in black and slightly bowed in his direction… It was Theo. 

 

Robin didn't stop upon seeing it, but took out the second scroll from his pocket and threw it toward him, 

saying, "Wait when you get home and pass your spiritual sense into it. This is a multi-use scroll. After 

you've learned it, teach it to your fellows of the Dark Legion, and then send it to Peon to teach it to the 

wind Legion… Then let one of you keep it safe with him until he returns it to me when the opportunity 

arises." 

 

Theo didn't understand what that scroll contained, but it looked so precious, so he picked it up anyway 

and kept bowed slightly over until Robin passed in front of him…  

 

Then he disappeared silently in front of the guards as if he was never here… 

 

—————— 

 

Robin's road to his palace took more than twice the time it supposes to be, and after he reached the 

palace and the guards bowed in front of him and opened the gate for him…  

 

He turned and moved quickly outside the administrative area heading to Uncle Tim's restaurant. 

 



His visit this time was not to celebrate or entertain a meal like every time.  

 

Rather, he consumed a few bottles of aged wine before leaving for his palace. 

 

He was psychologically preparing to return to his newest fear… 

 

Although he had previously thought that dealing with laws directly would be the easiest type of research 

for him, he realized the extent of his mistake after reading those techniques… Dealing with these 

techniques is a nightmare!! 

 

But he realizes that it is inevitable, All the knights and saints of the family use these techniques, and he 

must find a solution to it, or else the family will live for decades without heads. 

 

And with this, another two weeks passed, announcing the passage of the first year of the agreement 

with the dukes… 

 

To reduce the search, Robin ignored the three laws of the first level for the time being and decided to 

only deal with the two of the second degree for now… 

 

And after each examination session in one of the two techniques that last for less than an hour, he gets 

up and breaks something in the room or vomits or screams at the top of his voice, cursing the ancestors 

of the person who made these techniques 

 

But he quickly calms down when he remembers that they tried as hard as they could without the eyes of 

the truth… before another cursing session began an hour later. 

 

If it was only for them to discover a stronger law, it would have been easy, and if it was also to provide 

them with the same law but perfectly, it would also have been easy, relying on the eye of truth that had 

recently become stronger and on his extensive knowledge of the fire path, he would have done it in no 

time… 

 

Robin's problem now is the pillars and the levels that those knights and saints built based on these 

techniques version of the law. 



 

He can't destroy what they built before and have them start a new either, This would be no different 

from training new youngsters, and these old monsters will die of old age before they can do anything in 

the first place. 

 

The only solution is to find a way to fix what has been corrupted… Using the same laws that they used 

previously to fill the gaps and fix the wrong parts in the pillars and previous levels, then they can build 

on that… 

 

And just as it seems… this was not easy. 

 

After a few days of reading and wringing his head, Robin came up with an idea of a technique that acts 

as a medium to reach the previous levels and pillars and modify parts of them. 

 

The technology is supposed to serve as a bridge to reach the energy foundations that have already been 

built and enable parts of it to be restructured.  

 

Its problem is that it will provide minor adjustments that are made with great difficulty, and these 

adjustments must be from the same law from which they were originally built… This is what Rubin 

currently aspires to at least… 

 

After he thought of a map to work on this technique, he immediately began his research. 

 

And over the course of two months, a miraculous new technique appeared in the world… 

 

Robin created the Foundation Modification Technique, it can be used on all kinds of previous 

foundations no matter the laws it was built with,  

 

He put more effort and made it this way so it can be used to modify the 5 techniques in the Burton 

family,  

 

he made it with lazy thoughts that wouldn't have to fix every one of them by itself, but that's what made 

the technique even more valuable! 



 

Once someone wants to modify what they did previously, all they have to do is get this foundation 

Modification Technique + Better Technique for the same law they were studying. 

 

Immediately after he finished it, he started at the part he liked… creating perfect techniques for the five 

Minor Heavenly Laws. 

 

The first three of them were easy, in a matter of days Robin anaged to create their first grade technique 

 

as for the other two… Robin has taken them all the way to the second grade! 

 

This was the first time Robin had written the second grade of a law, but the fact that he had the 

previous technique helped him find his way more easily, and also that they were just minor laws of the 

lowest kind… it didn't take him long. 

 

The old techniques were a mixture of different minor laws from different paths, but they were 

dominated by the character of one fire law by 70%, and this law is what Rubin focused on… 

 

Within only one month, the Five Laws were processed. 

Chapter 154 – First Words 

The Patriarch Building – Main Hall 

 

After Robin finished writing the five minor law techniques and the foundation modification Technique in 

multi-use scrolls, he went to the Patriarch and told him to summon all the Saints and Senior Knights…  

 

Then he sat down with him to wait for them, "Uncle Brian, did you prevent the residents of the Duchy of 

Evren from attending Jura grand auctions as we agreed?" 

 

The Patriarch nodded, "I announced it two months ago, and what we expected happened… They closed 

the borders with our new lands, they are now completely isolated there…" 

 



"Was there a reaction from the royal family?" Robin asked, The worst-case scenario that was predicted 

has already occurred… 

 

"yes, Prince William contacted us to find out why we prevent the Evrens from participating in the 

auctions, and when we told him about the weapons tax they imposed on us in entering and leaving from 

our own lands, he told me that he would try to mediate… but to no avail, they still insisted on the tax 

and even raised it to 15% of the All weapons, as a punishment for our decision to ban them from 

auctions." The patriarch shook his head 

 

Robin chuckled, "They can even ignore the royal family to such a degree? As expected of the most 

powerful duchy in the Black Sun.. well, let's play till the end and see who establishes his word… what 

about our 3 special forces, their field training started yet?" 

 

the patriarch shook his head again, " they are all still secluded as well, I think it will take a few more 

months to comprehend such a technique, then I have plans to send them to the beast zone for their 

training, you don't need to worry yourself about them." 

 

….. In the span of another two hours of awkward silence, all the high level knights and Saints were 

gathered…  

 

They had all been in training seclusion for the past three months, and Robin even found that two of 

them had managed to break through from level 19 to level 20 already! 

 

And some other knights were about to start trying to break through to level 20 as well, and it was all 

thanks to the energy cultivation technique alone! 

 

Regardless of gaining power, winning the incoming wars and so on, each breakthrough equals extra 

years in their lives.. and for those old monsters, that's more than enough motivation to do their best in 

training even more than the young generation! 

 

So when the patriarch summoned them by saying that Robin wanted them in a hurry, they immediately 

left what they were doing and came 

 



"Please, all of you, insert your spiritual sense into the scroll bearing the name of the minor heavenly law 

with which you built your Knighthood pillars," Robin spoke after he unfolded 5 scrolls in front of him, 

completely empty except for a few words on top of each of them representing the name of the 

technology inside. 

 

And now after also following Robin's words and injecting their souls into the four scrolls, they fell silent 

for a few minutes, then… 

 

"Beautiful.. so this is what a real law technique looks like." One of them was enveloped in tears, he 

started regretting every second he spent cultivating his previous technique… 

 

"Is that really the same law I was studying?! Sigh~" Another shook his head 

 

"Robin… why are you showing us this now?" Billy asked annoyingly, They can't change everything 

they've been doing in their lives now that simple, they should follow the same technique… even if it is 

bad it is still what they have. 

 

Robin didn't reply, but rolled another scroll, "Now you all inject your souls here." 

 

After a few sighs, they all started to pass their souls in the last scroll as well, not expecting anything this 

time… 

 

The enthusiasm they had just before dissipated after seeing the perfect technique of the laws they had 

been using all their lives… 

 

after seeing them, they feel that they want nothing else from this life but cultivating these precious 

techniques, but they knew it was too late… 

 

It was really an ugly feeling to see something you want and have it in your hands, but still, can't use it… 

 

….a few minutes later, a shout rose suddenly, "Impossible!!" 

 



The first person who opened his eyes let out a loud shout and stood up in a hurry 

 

"This… this…?!" 

 

"Is this even possible? Robin… what exactly is this technique?!" 

 

Robin waited until the last of them woke up and spoke, "You must have understood parts of it by now, 

and it is exactly as you think it is.. Use this technique as a medium to reconstruct all your pillars and 

levels using the law technique that you just took." 

 

"I… this…" Some fell into a long silence, some started to mutter… 

 

"Can we… reconstruct everything we once knew?" 

 

Robin shook his head, "Not to that degree! This technique can be used to fix the issues in your previous 

solid cultivation but it should be the same law… It's also a bit slow, I think it will take you a whole year to 

finish solving all your old issues and then you can continue towards the higher levels using the perfect 

heavenly law techniques I gave you, do you have any questions?" 

 

When he found that his question was met with a long silence, "Well, I guess there are no questions, 

good luck!" Then he turned and left quickly. 

 

———————- 

 

"Oh? Theo! What are you doing here?" Immediately after Robin came out, he found Theo standing 

there, waiting, as last time, but the difference this time was that his bow was a complete one, his head 

was at the same level as his thighs 

 

Theo raised his eyes toward Robin's, *Thank you, father..* 

 



A few words appeared in Robin's mind immediately, no sound, no feelings… just words that appeared in 

his mind that were foreign to his usual thinking, but it was very clear that they came from Theo… He had 

learned the Thoughts Conveying Technique 

 

"Oh? Hahaha, perfect, looks like the technique works really nice.. this is the first time I experience it, it 

can send the thoughts directly into another's mind and is then translated into an understandable 

language, I didn't hear a particular voice but I knew that you were the one who is sending it… good, very 

good, as expected of me haha…" Robin approached him and patted his shoulder. 

 

As for Theo, he took out a scroll of his clothes and passed it to Robin *This is the thoughts conveying 

Technique, father, it has been learned by both the Dark Legion and the Wind Legion as you 

commanded* 

 

"Hmmm.." Robin received the technique and started tossing it in the air, and seemed to be thinking of 

something, "Was it too hard to learn?" 

 

Theo shook his head, *No, father, ten days should be enough to master it.* 

 

"Good, take it and bring it to those old monsters who are sitting with the patriarch and tell them to train 

on it too, then pass it on to Caesar and have him and the Fire Legion train on it… I think it will be useful 

to them one way or another, after they all finish, leave the scroll with Zara or Mila at the academy and 

have them distribute it among the rune masters too.." 

 

*Yes* Theo nodded and bowed again and started walking towards the patriarch's building, while Robin 

headed for the academy…. 

Chapter 155 – Hello Again 

Another year passed quickly. 

 

Everything is suspiciously calm.. it can only be described as the calm before the storm 

 

The big moves and the mobilization of the armies of the Duchy of Alton and the Duchy of Bradley were 

very clear and attracted the attention of the entire kingdom there, but no one succeeded in 

understanding what was happening… only rumors flying about an imminent huge war kept everyone in 

a state of anticipation 



 

The return of the elders of the Burton family from the new lands and their sudden disappearance behind 

the closed doors did not go unnoticed either.. the city became full of nobles and spies, and what 

happened was easily monitored. 

 

Since the return of those elders and for more than a year now, no one has seen them.. except for the 

young saint Billy and Patriarch Brain who would appear every now and then to sign a paper or visit the 

army site, before disappearing again. 

 

Even the auctioneer is a saint of the Bradley family and he is sometimes helped by Mila Bradley when a 

problem arises.. a huge financial institution of this size that no one from the Burton family supervises! 

 

All aside, The Duchy of Evren has been actually the most active one this year… 

 

After the Burtons ignored their threats to close the border with their new lands and continued to 

prevent them from auctions, they went crazy, and even closed the border between them and the Duchy 

of Alton as well to make Duke Raymond Alton pressure the Burtons to accept his terms… but to no avail. 

 

They sent envoys to the Burton family. They were ready to go back to the original 10% and forget about 

the 15% increase, but no one was received by their envoys…  

 

They sat with old knights of level 12 and then left with their faces burning with humiliation and anger. 

 

  

 

—————– 

 

As for Robin, after completing the foundation modification technique and repairing the law techniques 

that were used by the family elders, he went back to what he was doing before… 

 

Moving between the Grand Library, assisting the rune masters, giving lectures at the Academy during 

the day… and researching at night. 



 

It would not be an exaggeration if Robin said he had read more than a quarter of the grand library by 

now, although the Burton family library was by no means the largest of its kind, his general knowledge 

has increased dramatically 

 

As for the Rune Masters, their number currently reached 221 even without the 50 Inscription Masters 

who went to the new lands! 

 

However, the year saw a noticeable drop in the number of applicants to work for the Burton family, 

especially after Robin announced that he only needed young men with strong souls and stopped hiring 

older knights. 

 

Although their large number has assured the needed talismans could be completed before the war 

began, Robin was even more busy helping them. 

 

This is because Billy took almost all of the gold reserve from the family on his last trip to the new lands 

and left the Burtons treasury nearly empty. 

 

So aside from the talismans that are sold monthly at the auctions, he started selling other products to fill 

this money deficit, such as… Empty thoughts conveying scrolls! 

 

But these scrolls were further modified to emit a slight glow on a seal over them as long as their content 

was still intact, and if someone read it, the glow would be nullified and it would turn into a normal 

scroll… 

 

Messages between the high class nobles and each other and the transmission of important information 

and written contracts were always fraught with danger, and a scroll like this assures that the message 

had not been opened before and that it really reached its destination would save them from journeys of 

their own to exchange any kind of written information, so Robin started selling this kind of empty scroll 

for 5,000 gold coins each. 

 

He also started selling the thoughts conveying Technique itself within a single-use scroll, at 30,000 gold 

per one! 

 



After it is transferred to the person's mind directly, he will not be able to teach it to anyone else easily, 

unless he is a researcher himself and can rewrite everything from the beginning and teach it to 

whomever he wants..  

 

even if this happened, it will take years, and Robin will have achieved the desired profit from it by then 

and found something else to sell. 

 

This technique was a miracle for this world and its deserved price is much higher than this, but because 

he sold it at this price for one person, the royal family alone bought 30 scrolls for nearly a million gold 

coins to give them to their high-ranking princes and elders! 

 

Profits from these two products In addition to a marked increase in sales of the one-slot oath tablets, 

the family treasury was finally revived… even after paying the Royal Family 2 million gold coins for the 

war horses. 

 

As for at night, he would return to his research, specifically research on the major heavenly law of life. 

 

But even after full research and after the development of his eyes, he couldn't fully reveal it for a year 

now, he expected to find difficulties on his way towards one of the most difficult master laws, but this 

simply went beyond his guesswork… 

 

*Life* is not something like Fire that can be seen or like Darkness that can be specified… It is something 

that exists in all beings without a doubt, but you cannot point at it and say that this is the law of life 

 

Humans, plants and animals are alive.. but what makes them alive? What makes them lose this quality 

later? was it the heartbeat.. mental activity.. the soul..?! 

 

During the year Robin tried to go out on his own for a few weeks at once when he felt he was about to 

make a big breakthrough, but in the end, nothing happened… 

 

he actually grabbed a few keys to the law after all these attempts, but every time he tried to go after 

one of them he would find the path blocked 

 



According to his current estimation, he needs at least 10 additional years to complete the first grade 

technique of this stubborn law… 

 

But today, while he was alone trying to find solutions to the law as usual, a bright light shone in the 

room 

 

Strands of light began emerging from Robin's head and forming in front of him two meters away in a 

human form, everything took less than a second. 

 

  Finally, the humanoid figure opened his eyes and grinned, "Hello boy~" 

Chapter 156 – I Need Your Help 

"The all-seeing god??!" Robin quickly stood up when he saw the humanoid light in front of him, and 

then began to look around him, narrowing his eyes trying to see if something changed, until he saw a fly 

buzzing freely, he returned to look at the humanoid light in front of him, "Why didn't the law of time 

stop with this visit too?" 

 

the all-seeing god figure started chuckling, "Hahaha, do you know how many thousand years of 

cultivation effort has that little bit of time stopping act took from me? I did it back then because that law 

of Death has already started ita effect on you and I wanted to extend your life till I decide what to do 

with you, do you think I would do it every time as a kind of show?" 

 

"Really? Oh… By the way, you are welcome in my humble place, what can I do for you?" Robin replied at 

a slow pace, his eyes not moving from the humanoid Light even for a moment 

 

"…Would you stop using the Eye of Truth on me? You will only tire yourself out for nothing, you still 

have many years of practice before you can see through something of this level." The Hulk shook his 

head with a smile 

 

then he continued, "It has been a few years… Why didn't you try to communicate with me all this time? 

Since I told you to contact me when you needed me that day I expected you to ask me about something 

every two or three days…" 

 

Robin returned to his seat and closed his eyes, trying to discover the truth of that light exhausted him so 

much and he did not understand anything…  



 

While he was in this state, he replied, "If I try to rely on you for everything, how can I develop myself… 

Also, I was afraid to ask you about anything, I didn't want the course of my world's development to 

change, in the end, I am the one responsible for the direction the world is taking, not you…" 

 

The all-seeing god figure nodded, "Good answer, but not a complete one… Indeed, the holder of the law 

of truth is responsible for the direction his world takes, but you are not like most of them…" 

 

Robin opened his eyes, "What do you mean? There are people like us on all the planets, right?" 

 

The all-seeing god figure shook his head, "Not exactly, The law of truth cannot be written in a technique 

form and passed on, you cannot forcibly open someone's eyes to the truth, this is something that 

cannot be bought, one must figure it out himself, the best you can do is conveying everything you know 

to your chosen successor and spent enough time and resources on him, and pray that the Truth will 

choose him in the end. 

 

there are also who discover The Path Of The Truth when they are old men at the top of their planets in 

terms of strength and cultivation level, and they take advantage of it as a side plaything, But they never 

really master it… the most discoverers of the truth in the universe are of this type. 

 

 if you were one of those two, I would not have come to visit you…  

 

Those who discover the truth all on their own and then build their training systems using it, in your case 

– building the knighthood pillars – those are the true inheritors of The Truth… Like me and Like you! 

those like us are extremely rare even among the countless plants, little brother! So don't bound your 

self too much with this planet and think you are serving it.. it should be the other way around, this 

nascent planet does not deserve you" 

 

"Oh… it's good to know how cool I am, sorry for asking… but you are not here just to cheer me up, 

right?" 

 

"…. I see that you are researching the law of life? If you tried to research it alone, it will ask you for 

thousands of years, and there is a big chance that you might never reach it. The best solution is to find a 

key to the law of death first and use it to define the life law technique using it, there is no definition of 

the term Life without Death…  



 

Finding a key to the law of death will take a great deal of time and effort from you, you might waste a 

few centuries chasing after it, but at least it is your best option… if I were you, I would have found 

another goal and left these two laws, for now, do not waste your life on them while you have more 

accessible areas to look at." The clairvoyant god examined the stack of books in front of Robin 

 

"Oh? I really thought about this a few times, but I was trying to avoid the major death law, I didn't want 

to think about that horrible feeling again… Wait did you just change the subject again?! You're starting 

to worry me! What do you want?" Robin furrowed his eyebrows 

 

"…Your body is too weak for a knight, your stored energy and the amount of energy you can use pet 

attack is very little as well, your tender bone hasn't known many battles since the last time I saw you… 

What are you thinking?  

 

I know you are following the path of truth and you think the direction of the world is depending on you, 

but this is miserable, you still need to get more fighting opportunities to strengthen yourself and expand 

your horizons, if you keep yourself between the walls looking at this pattern and writing that technique, 

you will not live long…  

 

you should not rely on others to protect you, you have to be strong yourself, you will never know from 

which side Betrayal will come to bite you, nor who is your next enemy.." advised the all-seeing God as 

he walked back and forth 

 

"Well this is officially getting annoying, what are you doing here? Speak directly or get out." Robin stood 

up and spoke, eyebrows frowned 

 

"…Heh~ I want you to help me with something." The all-seeing God sighed and replied, clearly the words 

were heavy on him 

 

"Me? I help you?! With what…?" Robin was very surprised, he is just a being from a *nascent* planet. 

What can he even do to someone like that? 

 

After a few seconds, the all-seeing god replied, "…In the last few tens of years, one of my enemies was 

making suspicious moves and gathering armies in one of his young planets. 



 

When I did my investigations, I knew that he intended to attack another young planet called Nihari, The 

first energy cultivation system age there is about 400,000 years. There is not much left before it 

becomes a middle age planet. 

 

The most prominent feature of this planet is the presence of strange high-density and purity energy 

stones that can form an energy link between themselves, those particular stones if they fall into the 

hands of that person's followers.. let's say that the long enmity between us will come to an end." 

 

"If he's mobilizing his forces to attack that planet, why don't you do the same?! Didn't you say you are a 

ruler of a few plants too?" Robin replied. 

 

"All the planets under my control are medium-aged and their inhabitants are strong. Planet Nihari will 

resist opening space channels with one of my planets… To enter a planet, the place you came from must 

be within the range of young planets as well, and that ranges from zero to 500,000 years only." 

 

"How the hell is a half-million-year-old planet can be called young, how can mine be in the same 

category?!" Robin shouted 

 

"it's young enough! The speed of advancement of the planets in the first half a million years is not the 

same, do you think all the planets have monsters like you? here in a 60,000 aged planed, you have 

already discovered the first stage of a few major laws, many of the plants that have a cultivation history 

of 300,000 haven't got to that point yet! tell me which planet is more wronged here? 

 

So what would you do if you knew that the middle age group of the planets ranges from half a million to 

a hundred million of years of cultivation history! …In any case, the planets have their own weak 

consciousness and will not allow beings from planets much older than them to enter and destroy their 

creatures… That enemy of mine, unfortunately, has planets in the young age group that Nehari is in, but 

I don't…" 

 

Robin chuckled, "It looks like your opponent is a step ahead of you…" 

 

"he is just a lazy evildoer who destroys the young planets before they are fully grown!" The all-seeing 

god shouted, "He is taking advantage of the fact that the inhabitants of young planets can enter the 

older planets, and he mentally communicates with beings from the younger planets – as I am with you 



now – and give a faction of them information, cultivation advice, and even techniques, over thousands 

of years to become stronger And unite their planet under his service,  

 

then he opens gates for them to other young plants to massacre the locals and plunder its resources and 

leave it in ruins, then his followers send what they looted to under his feet on a golden plate. 

 

those who manipulate to destroy the young planets in this way are trash with no honor!" 

Chapter 157 – Mission Impossible 

"Hmm, but honestly it is still a clever move if you take out the morality of it, since the inhabitants of the 

younger planets can go to the older ones, he can run a few planets as his war dogs while giving them a 

bone every once in a while, with this kind of farms in the younger weaker plants, why would he bother 

with the stronger ones…" Robin nodded, 

 

then asked, "So? What do you want from me? you didn't come here because I'm from a young plant and 

can go to Nihari, right? 

 

You don't expect me to take my family's army and go fight that rival of yours and take the planet before 

him, right? You just said that the planet *Nihari* is about ten times the age of my planet and its 

inhabitants don't even need to absorb energy!  

 

how strong an army needs to be to take down such a planet?! I'm here still struggling in the war against 

a local fart named Tawi, for god's sake, you must be delusional if you think I will fight in this!!" 

 

the all-seeing God quickly shook his head, "I don't want you to confront him directly, just listen… Planet 

Nihari's local inhabitants are very strong and you can't use your family's army against them, even if you 

united your whole planet and empowered them for a few centuries you most likely wouldn't be able to 

invade a quarter of that planet…  

 

that guy would usually do the same with this new planet and try to gain their trust and loyalty over a 

long period of time until they send their resources to him directly,  

 

but he wants those resources as quickly as possible and he wants all of it, and he knows that I will try to 

do something to stop him, that is why he is preparing for a huge war that will eliminate the local 



inhabitants completely and plunder Nihari clean if it goes according to his whim… and I can't afford for 

things to go down that path. 

 

That planet, due to its size and resources, has a large population, and they are still distributed in the 

form of tribes with no countries or kingdoms, so many tribes, and many of them are similar in strength 

and do not trust each other!  

 

That is why neither he nor I will benefit from trying to make one of the tribes work for us with some 

temptations… Each tribe is just a drop in the sea. 

 

And honestly, I tried to appear to some of them in this body to communicate with them and warn them 

of what was to come, but they called me a *demon* and ran away… They are not very smart… 

 

The only solution I have found is to find a way to quickly make those locals stronger and alert them 

about the coming war with a reliable information source so that everyone listens to that source and 

gather around it, and they themselves defend their planet and not let it fall into the hands of that 

person… and I want you to take over this task." 

 

Robin rubbed his forehead for about a minute, "…You want me to go to a huge planet full of strong, un-

united locals… make them stronger, make them trust me, unite their ranks, and make them soldiers for 

you…? 

 

you ask for too much, Big Brother, I'm nothing but a child in front of everything you say, I only want to 

research in peace and develop this plant as much as I can before I die, and also… I'm not your 

subordinate." 

 

The all-seeing god quickly replied, "I have hesitated a lot to come to you because I know how difficult my 

request is, but you are the only person I know from a young planet, and you have the law of truth, who 

could be better than you for a task like this? 

 

Those resources must never fall into the hands of that person, Robin, or I will receive a targeted blow 

that might end my life… also, I don't want them to be soldiers for me as you say, I want them to defend 

their own homeland, what is the problem with that? …and it is true that you are not my subordinate, 

but do not forget that you owe me your life…" 

 



"…How much time do we have until that war begins?" Robin asked in a heavy voice 

 

"According to what I see in terms of equipment and training, I think that his army will be ready within 

half a century at the most." The all-seeing God replied 

 

"…" Robin fell silent for a second, then asked again, " how many men can I bring with me in this 

mission?" 

 

The All-Seeing God shook his head, " your planet is too young and doesn't have energy stones strong 

enough to send many individuals through a space gate, if you research it on your own you might even 

find it impossible to empower such a project, 

 

But I can teach you a formation that can use a large amount of the weak energy stones from what you 

have to activate the gate, but it can only send one person at a time." 

 

"Hehe, so I need to go alone… for a mission for fifty years… to strengthen and unite a planet with such 

specifications.. a planet in which the inhabitants themselves have not been able to make a single 

kingdom for 400,000 years…  

 

you ask for too much… I feel the thrill of victory every time I remember that I got my own uncle Brain to 

listen to me, and you want me to…!! sigh~" " Robin muttered with a low voice 

 

The all-seeing god nodded, he knew how heavy this request was from the beginning, "If this matter 

wasn't so important, I wouldn't have asked you to engage in it. When you finish the mission, the debt 

you owe me will be erased, whether you succeed or fail, on the condition that you do your best. " 

 

"…" Robin was silent for a few minutes, then nodded, "…I have a few important battles in the incoming 

few years, after I finish them and make sure my family is safe and is taking a good pass towards the 

future, I will contact you to make the formation of yours and send me there, but I can't promise you 

anything about the results, I will only do the possible for me and nothing more" 

 

"Hahaha, that is all that I wanted to hear, but don't be too late, your mission will take a long time there 

and every day counts, I will go back to where I came from now, every second my consciousness spends 



here drains a lot of me, but don't hesitate to ask me if you find your way blocked by law or technique, 

see you later kid! " 

 

The all-seeing god faded away with the last word, leaving Robin standing alone in the middle of his 

room, his mind weighed down as if the sky itself had descended upon his shoulders… 

 

His preparation for his force in this world *his family*, the bloody wars he had been waiting for and 

preparing for years, his problems with this Duke and that Marquess, his mind games with the royal 

family… have all lost their luster. 

 

But after a few minutes, he shook his head energetically and slapped his face, then returned to his seat 

and began to flip through the books he had written on the law of Life, "step at a time." 

 

Worrying too much about tomorrow would not help today. 

 

——————————— 

 

After an additional 5 months of that meeting, the Life heavenly Law Technique was formed… 

 

The highest Heavenly Law Technique that appeared in this world after the Path of the truth 

 

*a key to the law of death* 

 

the biggest problem that might appear to anyone who researches the heavenly law of Life, but this was 

not an obstacle for Robin, the discovery of that key was what gave him what he needed to discover the 

path of truth in the past, the key was already with him! 

 

All he had to do was retrieve some memories, and with that, Robin was able to gather enough 

information about the Law of Death to help him create the Law of Life technique… even if it wasn't a 

picnic… 

 



Messing with the law of death is a grim and hideous thing, and one wrong move could cause the death 

of the person trying to comprehend it, but because Robin had personal experience with this law, there 

was no great danger to him. 

 

The ease of the subject and the help of fate made him overlook the importance of the key to the 

heavenly law of death that he had in his hand,  

 

he didn't know that there are middle-aged plants in which a technique to this law has not appeared yet ,  

 

and had it not been for the experience of death that he went through himself, he might never have 

discovered it…. 

Chapter 158 – You Again… 

After Robin came out of his seclusion and handed Zara the Major Life Heavenly Law technique, she left 

everything in her hand and ran happily to her own room…  

 

She had been waiting for this moment for a long time! 

 

As for the void she left behind as the head Rune Master, Robin decided to fill it. 

 

From his point of view, all the problems that were holding back his force in this world – the Burton 

family – were dealt with, from the financial basis to provide strong knights to the strengthening of the 

present old monsters… everything was put into place. 

 

The number of rune masters has also made everything easy, almost all the initial amount that he owes 

to the Alton and Bradley families has already been made and waiting to be shipped 

 

and now the rune masters are working on providing talismans for the family's army, and to sell to the 

other families in patches if needed, especially the families of the rune masters, as was agreed before…  

 

By removing all those obligatory tasks that he was setting his sights on and even providing strong laws 

for all of his adopted children, now is finally the time to relax and work for the fun of it… 

 



In addition to the hours he spends in the library and the academy every day, Robin added an hour of his 

time daily to walking around the city to see new faces and watch the changes in the city, and also to 

hear about his charity… 

 

But he found that week after week, month after month.. the open air restaurants that were designated 

for distributing food in the city began to decrease instead of increasing, to the point that the last few of 

the open air restaurants were preparing to close!  

 

And when he asked about the matter, he found a strange answer… There are no longer poor people in 

the city! 

 

After they were assured that there were three meals a day, all those who were able to work went out to 

search for a living without fearing for their children and elders,  

 

they went to work in the mines, the new beasts' farms, and even the factories of sound talismans 

carriers founded by Billy 

 

As for the women, who were unable to work hard, they began to work with Uncle Tim Burton himself to 

produce food for the other poor people, and they were fairly paid for it. 

 

Little by little, no family in the city was left so completely destitute that he could not provide for his daily 

food and basic necessities! now, almost only the young orphans use it. 

 

Because of this, Uncle Tim asked those in charge of distributing the monthly quota to reduce it from 20 

thousand gold coins to less than a thousand gold coins 

 

When Robin heard this, he couldn't believe it… This was a massive economic transformation on the level 

of a huge city that contains nearly 300 thousand citizens, an entire segment of thousands of people 

were eliminated in no time! 

 

Something he's never read about before in the grand library! 

 



Seeing that the results were even better than he expected, Robin ordered that the aid be increased to 

100,000 gold coins per month and that the charity is to spread over all the ancestral lands of the Burton 

family, not just Jura City. 

 

"Good morning, Uncle Robin." 

 

"Another beautiful day in Jura city haha" 

 

"I have been appointed as a cook for your charity work sir, thank you!!" 

 

"IT'S YOU..!!" 

 

Robin was enjoying his time and nodding to those around him smiling as usual, until that last angry 

shout stopped him, when he looked at its source, he found 5 young men at level 11 of knighthood,  

 

and the one who stood in the middle of them was looking at Robin as if he had killed his father… It was 

someone Robin knew well, "Oh, halberd ass! What are you doing in my city?" 

 

It was Remus, the son of the one who sent the assassin after Robin… 

 

"Your city? Don't overestimate yourself. I'm here for talismans of course, or else what would bring me to 

this dirt pit? Listen, just because you and that Caesar of yours are still breathing doesn't mean I have 

forgotten what happened that day… and seeing you today, It seems fate has chosen you to die first!" 

Remus replied, sparks shot out of his eyes, and he and his five companions advanced and surrounded 

Robin. 

 

Robin looked around him as they were trying to block his way to escape, amused, then he asked, " aren't 

you afraid to cause trouble here? the Burtons aren't a bush over, you know…" 

 

"Humph, just a nouveau riche family with no roots, you still have to progress another few thousand 

years before you use your family in front of me! then again, and a kid like you thinks that you can 

represent the Burtons? I will pay them a few copper coins for your head!" 

 



Even if he killed him today in the middle of the street, what would happen? He is the son of a Marquess!  

 

As long as he doesn't cause trouble in the auction house, the royal family won't bother with anything 

else 

 

Robin looked at the five who turned around and sighed, this wasn't even funny anymore… 

 

with a quick calculation, he found that he would need 3 attacks to kill the five of them, but he shook his 

head then raised his face to the sky and roared, "I, Robin Burton, am facing an attempt of murder here, 

they want to kill me inside Jura! can anyone help me?" 

 

The street has stopped… 

 

In the blink of an eye the passing farmers raised their machetes, the workers rolled up their sleeves, the 

little children picked up little rocks, a few passing individuals in the Energy Foundation levels took up 

attack poses and jumped toward the person closest to them. 

 

"You have to kill me first!!" 

 

"None of you will touch him!" 

 

"Get away from my uncle, you bastards!" 

 

The five were astonished by what was happening around them, they could kill every one of those 

peasants with one hit, and they know it, but they still attacked!  

 

even if they encountered a situation like this themselves in their city and some thugs tried to attack 

them, no one in the streets would come to their aid, except perhaps someone much stronger than those 

who attacked them, and he would help to get a reward, but what they are seeing now… 

 

"You four get those bastards away from me, I'll take care of this kid myself!" Remus gestured to his 

friends and began pushing all the comers back and fighting the cultivators of the Energy Foundation in 



order to make a circle around Robin and Remus, who smiled at Robin aggressively, "Who is going to save 

you now." 

 

Sparks began to explode around his hand as he jumped up and aimed a blow at Robin's neck… only to 

find himself nailed into his place after only two steps. 

 

An enormous pressure force poured over his head, the strength of someone even stronger than his 29th 

level Saint Father… 

 

Horror possessed him for a moment after he felt this force, but its owner of this pressure force did not 

appear, he only kept him fixed in place… 

 

This pressure remained for a few seconds and did not dissipate until another person suddenly appeared 

behind Remus and grabbed his neck from behind and kicked him behind his knee making him kneel and 

with the other hand he lit a white flame next to Remus' face as a threat to him not to move 

 

Robin smiled when he saw the man, he was a level 11 knight Fire Legion officer, who was on a patrol 

around the City, when he heard a noise he came running with those who were with him, then spoke to 

Robin, "What do you want me to do with him, your excellency?" 

 

Prince Alfred was visiting the fire legion consistently since it was established, and they heard him call 

Robin *your excellency* all the time and decided to do the same… 

 

If a prince is respecting their own uncle to such a degree, how can they call him with any less in front of 

strangers? 

 

"You, keep your hand away from Brother Remus!!" One of the four shouted and was about to move with 

the rest to save their brother, but a few more Knights of the Fire Legion came and quickly did them like 

their brother. 

 

"Hmmm, Shall we forgive them? No, no, I'm not that generous… Shall I kill them? No, that time for that 

hasn't come yet… Listen, burn their clothes and hang them naked upside down at the city's main gate, 

and tell Caesar to come and put another halberd in this guy's ass, But tell him to do it gently and slowly 

this time…" 



 

"Consider it done, your excellency!" A cruel smile appeared on the knight's face 

Chapter 159 – Soul Imprint Cards 

Little Remus and his companions were left hanging upside down at the main gate of Jura for two whole 

days before Marquess Rufus personally came to take him away, and even Galan Bradley intervened to 

prevent further problems 

 

But when the Marquess arrived at Jura, he became extremely angry when he saw the halberd in his 

son's ass from a mile away and attacked the city guards in a fit of rage and killed quite a few… 

 

He knew how huge was the blow to his son's personality and future after what happened in that arena 

with Caesar and he already started to groom other successors since then just in case, but an even more 

humiliation befall his head now… with one look at this sight he knew his son was a lost cause. 

 

After he took his son and left, the Burtons send out a formal announcement that this isn't the first time 

the Marquess and his son tried to kill one of their own, and that they had enough and won't stay silent 

anymore in front of this injustice 

 

With this, and due to the attempted murder of Robin Burton and the attack on the Jura city guards, the 

Marquess family was prevented from attending any future auctions in a public humiliating manner. 

 

The escalations also included the Marquess closing his borders with the Duchy of Alton, in protest of 

being prevented from participating in the talisman monthly auctions, which should be a right for 

everyone in the kingdom. 

 

The kingdom was on a hot plate, there were those who say that the Burtons are missing using the fact 

that the auction is in these lands, and those who backed the Burtons to get closer to them… 

 

All of this was happening, while Robin was laughing at his palace… He was thinking about how to explain 

things to the public when the war starts and some may think he is making flimsy excuses to spread the 

family lands, but they came in time and give him every possible reason he needed on a plate of gold 

 

He also ordered to direct more provocations towards them for the coming period and to attempt to 

bring Marquess Tawi in as well and agitate their ugly bast a little…  



 

there are still years before the five years period ends, but for those in power, the war has already begun. 

 

And at that, another year passed… 

 

Nothing new appeared on the external level except for the escalation of tension with the Duchy of Evren 

from the south, with verbal and political confronts with Marquess Rufus, as well as small skirmishes on 

the border with Marquess Tawi that he always tries to end peacefully 

 

The Burton family's army in Jura City has already reached 170,000 soldiers and increasing by the day, 

their training has reached an advanced stage, all they need is some good armaments… 

 

even with the absence of the high level figures of the family, General Edward has left a few of his trusted 

aids to train the army at Jura before he is gone 

 

The repeated breakthrough into the three Special legions also progresses astoundingly, during such a 

short period of time the Burton family has gained a number of knights they never dreamed of in their 

history! 

 

Senior Knights and Saints, their progress was noticeably slow compared to the rest of the branches, but 

they were still making progress…  

 

especially the young Billy who entered level 22 months ago and started making serious progress towards 

the next level 

 

As for Robin, seeing the relatively peaceful situation, he returned to what he loves most, adding more 

achievements to his name. 

 

During this year, he created a few runes to raise the efficiency of a few new pills, especially in the branch 

of increasing the body's affinity towards a certain element, which became very popular. 

 

He also created a wind talisman that enables its owner to double his speed for 10 seconds! 



 

He made 3 versions of the wind talisman, the first for use by those in the energy foundation, the second 

is for the knights, and the third for the saints, and all of them gained instant popularity and were sold at 

astonishing prices 

 

He also raised the power of the Darkness talisman and made it three versions just like the wind's, so that 

the third version could even deceive the spiritual sense of saints for 5 seconds! 

 

The first version of the wind and dark talismans was already taught to the rune masters and began to be 

mass-produced, the second version of it could only be made by Mila and a selected elite of the talismans 

masters… 

 

As for the third version, it remained exclusive to Robin, he only makes them for the purpose of selling 

them in auctions for tens of thousands of Gold coins per one! 

 

And most importantly… the Soul Imprint Card was made. 

 

Robin has often found that buying a pair of sound rings and distributing them to two individuals before 

parting is not practical, so what if the number of uses expires when they are thousands of miles apart? 

Then one of them has to travel all the way to another and give him another sound ring before departing 

again? 

 

That not even mentioning that the important nobles now have strong men who specialize in carrying 

boxes full of rings behind them wherever they go!  

 

Someone like the patriarch has 27 rings so far that he must carry wherever he goes! 

 

One talisman enables you to communicate with everyone you know, and even when the number of uses 

expires and you buy another one, you can still make your calls and your contacts can still reach you 

easily… That was Robin's goal. 

 

A few months later, he came up with the idea of a Soul Imprint Card…  

 



just a rectangular metal card, one finger long and three fingers wide, 

 

All you have to do after buying a new sound talisman is to inject it with your soul print to identify it as 

yours, and then inject your soul imprint into the Soul Imprint Cards and distribute them to those who 

want to reach you. 

 

The idea of the card is to store the imprint of your soul inside it and give the card to the person you 

want to communicate with you, the person records the imprint of your soul inside his sound talisman 

and can use that soul print to send messages to you forever as long as the card is with him. 

 

Even if the sound talisman had one use, they could buy another one and use the same Soul Imprint card 

to communicate with the target.. and with that, the matter of the two rings was over. 

 

For example, a person like the patriarch will have one ring on his finger, and he will distribute 27 cards 

to the rest of his contacts, and even if his ring breaks, he can buy another one and the 27 will be able to 

communicate with him normally and easily 

 

All this is in addition to the feature of direct transmission of thoughts! after fusing the thoughts 

conveying Technique instead of the sound waves based one, it became much more effective, as no one 

has to actually speak when sending messages again… 

 

The new generation of sound talismans made a huge noise around the kingdom!! 

 

The old generation is still being released at the same reduced prices, but the prices of the new 

generation have increased a few times at once. 

 

And instead of just buying the two rings, now everyone has to buy soul imprint cards constantly to keep 

with them and distribute them to their acquaintances… and foreigners actually, distributing soul imprint 

cards have become a way to say I'm rich and from a good family. 

 

Now it has become one of the successful forms of flirting, and the young masters are running around 

distributing their soul imprint cards to beautiful girls! 

 



The idea of the soul imprint card has also been applied to the secret scrolls, now after completing the 

message or technique that you are making and wanting to deliver it to a specific person, you put the 

imprint of his soul on it, and with that only he can open it and read what is inside…  

 

This raised the value of the empty scrolls For more than ten times! 

 

Due to the increased pressure on the Runes, especially the sound Runes, and the small number of new 

applicants for the rune Master position, Robin made a tablet that glows when approached by an 

individual with a strong soul. 

 

Previously, only Saints could sense how strong the soul of young men was, but now with a few Scouting 

tablets made by Robin, many expeditions began to spread around to search for young talents among the 

residents of Jura and nearby cities and recruit them for the academy… 

 

This year was undoubtedly one of the most productive years in Robin's life! 

 

However, the zero hour is getting closer and closer, and the calm is about to end…. 

Chapter 160 – Heal 

After another three months 

 

Zara has finally completed her first law of the Life heavenly Law and is out of her seclusion as a knight! 

 

The almost 17-year-old Zara is now one of the youngest knights who have ever appeared in this world, 

even with the fact that her training has been delayed for a long time until Robin brought her the life 

heavenly law perfect technique! 

 

On that same day after she built her pillars and went to tell Robin about it, he didn't order a celebration 

for her, and she was actually not excited either, but nervous…  

 

the first thing he did was that he ordered for Peon to come and meet him at once 

 



After he arrived, Robin made him sit on a chair in front of Zara and take off his mask to show a hideous 

disfigured face in front of them, and without any further discussion, Robin looked at Zara and said, "you 

can begin now…" 

 

And Zara knew what he meant…  

 

She exhaled deeply, then she raised her hand tensely and placed it on either side of Peon's disfigured 

face, and a green glow began to radiate from her hand. 

 

After about 6 hours in the same position… 

 

Zara removed her tired shaky hands and put them on her own eyes as she started crying "I'm a failure… 

I'm a failure!! this law technique is wasted on me" 

 

She has been trying to treat her brother's face all this time, and for the 6 hours she did not remove her 

eyes from his distorted face, afraid that she would miss a detail… but even till she ran out of energy, no 

miracle has happened. 

 

"Failed at what, little sis? What was going on?" Peon asked as he started to put on his mask again  

 

though he didn't understand anything about what was going on for the last 6 hours, he only did what 

Robin told him to do and nothing more, but seeing his little sister behaving like this broke his heart 

 

"Wait a minute, who told you to wear your mask? Haha, go and look in the mirror." Robin took the mask 

from him and pointed towards the mirror in the room 

 

Again he didn't understand what was going on, but he did what he is commanded any way and headed 

towards the mirror, But after he took a few steps to the mirror, he was nailed in place in front of it… and 

a thread of tears started to fall from both of his eyes 

 

Because Zara was focusing on his face the whole time she didn't notice any change as it was happening 

too slow, but he who remembers how he was before and sees how he is now, can easily spot the 

changes… 



 

though he is still full of injuries and missing parts, his face was no where near how it was in the morning! 

 

"Hahaha, you silly girl, when you work you should put your feelings aside, your mind was too busy that 

you missed what is happening in front of your eyes, haven't you noticed the new facial cells growing all 

that time?" Robin went to Zara and patted her hair 

 

"Huh?" Zara stopped crying and exclaimed, surprised about what she was hearing, and looked at Peon 

to check his reaction 

 

"At my estimation, 15 more sessions like this one would be enough to fix Peon's entire face, I'm looking 

forward to seeing if he is more handsome or I am! hahaha" Robin spoke with a smile 

 

"Really?! I… I can heal his face entirely?" Zara stood quickly 

 

"Of course, since when I lie to you, brat? But… if a few slashes in the face and a cut off lip and missing 

piece of the nose, are going to waste all that time and energy from you, how long will it take to get his 

left arm back…" Robin muttered, rubbing his chin. 

 

Peon felt that he was hit on the head by a lightning bolt, his face would be completely healed? Could his 

left arm that was cut off from the shoulder grow again?! 

 

"Hmm.. this will take longer than expected, you can't only do this every day… devote a maximum of two 

hours a day to treatment sessions, you should not tire yourself too much,  

 

and after you finish treating Peon's face completely, start restoring Theo's tongue as well, I want to hear 

that bastard voice, then go back to spend your time on your brother's arm again which will most likely 

take a year or two to regrow 

 

You are exempt from working on the talismans department starting today, focus on raising your level as 

a knight quickly so that the number of your abilities increases even more and your healing ability 

becomes faster, with all the coming wars… we will need this ability of yours." 

 



"…But I love working on talismans…" Zara replied, wiping away her tears 

 

"Really? This was not expected… Alright you can help Mila, but just like the healing sessions, you should 

not exceed an hour or two a day as well when working on the talismans, you can supervise the other 

rune masters or something… 

 

other than that focus on raising your level and exploring the rest of your abilities, the law of life is not 

limited to treatment, I want you to advance fast and overtake the rest of your brothers in cultivation 

level, understood?" said Robin 

 

"Yes!" Zara nodded hard 

 

*baa* 

 

A sound of collision occurred beside him, as Robin looked toward the source, he found Peon kneeling 

with the wood under his feet wet with tears, "Thank you… thank you… This has become too heavy… 

even if I give you my life, it won't be enough to pay you back for everything you do for us, I can't… I …" 

 

Regardless of his face and arm, he knows the significance of that technique with Zara… it is priceless.  

 

The life heavenly law perfect technique is far more precious than his wind heavenly law perfect 

technique… If she goes anywhere on the planet right now and showed her healing ability, she will be 

treated like a princess! 

 

"Thank me by getting stronger and helping me destroy my enemies! Don't act emotionally like that sissy 

Caesar hahaha, right.. how is he and Theo? I haven't seen them in a while." Robin laughed out loud and 

went back to his seat 

 

Peon held back tears and answered, "Theo is extremely happy with the thoughts conveying Technique 

and just as grateful to you as I am, and I am sure he will be above the heavens when he hears about 

healing his tongue, but Caesar.. honestly I think he is a little depressed lately." 

 

"Hm? Why?" Robin furrowed his eyebrows, the little guy knows how to be depressed? 



 

Peon hesitated a bit and then continued, "..he says there are 2500 copies of him now and that he is no 

longer special, I heard him once after he got drunk in a brothel.. he said that now he can be easily 

replaced and that protecting you is no longer his mission as before… If I'm now wrong, he is thinking 

about going out adventuring after the incoming wars are over." 

 

"..Sigh~ that boy is very sensitive, but it is good that you told me, I will put this in mind… well, enough 

for today, take your sister and leave my palace, for now, let me go back to what I was doing.." 

 

Peon chuckled, then took his sister's hand and bowed, then both left the palace cheerfully…  

 

leaving Robin in his thoughts. 

 

Rubbing his head even after an hour, '…Was I wrong about Caesar when he gave his own technique to 

the family? …No, they need strength, when a battle is inevitable and Caesar looks behind him and finds 

2,500 knights covered in white flames waiting for his orders, he will understand this decision!' 

 

But.. the *White Flame Demon* is no longer a useful title now, the name of Caesar who shook the 

kingdom more than once in the coming years will become normal when the fire legion shows its 

clutches, 

 

and whoever is accustomed to excellence will not be satisfied with anything less… 

 

Robin's head felt like exploding, he is making a lot of jokes about the emotional Caesar, but he knows 

well that the man who used to storm the inner beast zone alone and live there for months at a time was 

not emotionally weak, and he is always a guy who kept to himself… 

 

If it got to the point where he goes drink and complains to his new brothers, it must be affecting him too 

much… 

 

But what does he do for him? his path is already set in stone, There is nothing higher than the fire 

heavenly law perfect technique that can be given to him… or is there? 

 



Robin, who was researching a new type of wind talisman, stopped what he was doing that day and 

began to look in that direction  

 

looking for a way to upgrade a major heavenly law technique…. 


